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Abstract 

This paper describes an approach of a biped robot 
control to realize a stable walking motion under a floor 
condition with an unknown slope. A slope angle is 
detected by information of  touch sensors which are 
mounted o n  the soles and encoders fixed on the joints. 
The tip trajectory of free swing leg and the position 
of the center of  gravity are modified b y  the detected 
slope angle. I n  this paper, the biped robot is treated 
as a redundant manipulator and its configuration is 
achieved by the null space vector. This paper intro- 
duces the novel algorithm to determine the slope an- 
gle by utilizing the null space motion. Furthermore 
the disturbance observer is employed as a disturbance 
compensator to make sure the total motion including 
th,e null space motion. The numerical and experimen- 
tal results are also shown to confirm the validity of the 
proposed method. 

1 Introduction 

Rcccritly. tlir sopliisticated robots for various pur- 
posc~ arc rcyuired. which witlely stimulates the tlevel- 
opment of flesiblc rohot system. The almost all prac- 
tical)lc rohots work in tlir liniitcd environment surh as 
t l w  mass protluctioii linc of the factories. Such robots 
arc riot suitable for the environmental coexistence n-ith 
hunian beings siric.ti their mechanical structure is coin- 
pletcly tliffrrent froni hunian brings. To improve thc 
a1)ovo issw. sevc.1 a1 approaclic~s has heen proposed to 
icalize the humanoid robot. The biped robots is one 
of thcm. 

In gcntwl approaclies of the biped rohots. niany 
researchers take up n-alking configuration and stabil- 
ity to realize the smooth walking motion. Then the 
almost all studies assume that biped robots walk on 
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the ideal flat floor and ignore the disturbances on the 
floor. In the practical application, however, the floor is 
not always flat and it is difficult to achieve the stable 
walking motion without considering the floor condi- 
tion. 

This paper considers a floor condition with an un- 
known slope and proposes a strategy to obtain a stable 
walking motion even if the floor condition, that is, the 
slope angle changes. In the proposed approach, the 
slope angle is estimated by using on/off information 
of touch sensors mounted on the soles and each joint 
angle. Then the tip trajectory of the free swing leg 
and the position of the center of gravity are controlled 
according to the estimated slope angle to increase the 
walking stability. In this case, the exact information 
of the slope angle is not needed. This is one of the 
remarkable points of the proposed approach. 

This paper is composed of eight parts. Part two 
shows dynamic model of our six degrees-of-freedom 
biped robot. In parts three and four, the trajectorJ- 
planning of free siving leg and the final acceleration 
reference to the position contioller are shown. Then 
the performance indexes to determine the null space 
motion is also discussed. Part five shows the estinm 
tion method of the unknonn slope angle. Several nu- 
merical and experimental results are implemented i n  
parts six and scvcri rcspc>ctivrly. The coiiclusions ai P 

sunimarizrtl in part eight. 

2 A Model of Biped Robot in Sagittal 
Plane 

Figurt 2 shows tlie biprtl robot nhich hits 
sis degrees-of-frtctloIri iiiotion in the sagit tal plxiv. 
Touch sensors are mounted on the toe arid tlie heel of 
soles n-hich arc detectable their contacts on the floor. 
In this paper, the total system is regarded as a redun- 
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G t - : ,  f o r t s T  
for t > T ( 2 )  Z r e f  = { g, 

y r e f  = -H( PJ2( .ref - ;) ( d e l  + ;) ( 3 )  

t : time 
Ll : one step walking distance 
H : height of the highest point of 

tip of free swing leg 
T : walking period 

Figure 1: Biped Robot 
Figure 3 illustrates the tip position reference of thc 
free swing leg in the sagittal plane. 

dant manipulator ancl its configuration is determined 
by the null space motion. it is detectable the contact 
of the toe or thc heel on thc road. 
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Figure 3: Tip Position Reference of Free Swing Leg 

From Eq. (2) and (3) . the velocity reference of 
tip of free swing leg i is derived by differentiation of 
position and position reference. 

The final acceleration reference synthesized by PD 
controller is given as follon-s, 

Figiirc 2: .I\ Alotlol of thc Biped Robot n-here xres ,  xreS .  IC, and K,. represent. response of 
position and velocity. and feedback gains of position 
and d o c i t y .  The above motion reference is utilizctl 

TO siriill1ify til(> a1i;ilysis of tl i(> l ~ i p ~ y l  ro1)ot system, for the tip position control of free s~vi~lg  leg. 

thc1 link-iiiiiss niotlel is iritrotliiccd as slionn in Fig- 
uw 2 . 1 ~ 1 i v w  tip iiliiss of (li1(.11 l ink Jl; slio\\-s thtl Inass 
of i - t l i  liiik. i i i i t l  its lciigtli is L , .  4 Configuration Contorol by Null 

Space Vector 

3 Trajectory Planning 
Xs niciitionctl bcforc. the bipctl robot is rcgartl(~1 

as a redundant. inanipulator in our approach. Tl i (~i  
tlic .joint. angular acceleration command qc‘f’d is gi\-cw 
hy Eq. (5) n-hich includes the null space refcrc~nw to 

Eq. (1) s h o w  tho r c~ f (~ rcw~c~  \ w t o r  of tip position 
of f rw sn-iiig lvg. nhic,h is tlctciiniricd hy Eq. (2) ancl 
/? i  

clcterrnirie the 11-alking configuration. [OJ 

:l.”“ f 
x”t’f = ( ! , , . , , f  ) 
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i j r e f  E gi6'l : angular acceleration 

J,,,  E R2x6 : Jacobian 
JT,, E RGX2 : pseudo inverse matrix of 

Jacobian 

command vector 

I E R6x6 : identity matrix 
$ E R6" : arbitrary vector 

The second term of the right side of Eq. (5) is called 
null space vector which has an effect to  control con- 
figuration independently of the tip position of the re- 
dundant manipulator. 

There exist various solution of the configurations 
according to vector $ determined by arbitrary perfor- 
niarice functions. 

This paper introduces the following five perfor- 
rriance functions to increase the stability and flexibility 
of the walking motion. 

dumping feedback 
=$ This term contributes the increasement of 

the motion stability. 

$'dump i = - 4 1  ( 6 )  
minimizing the change of COG(the center of grav- 

+- This has an effect to  minimize the change 
between the response sl;es and the desired 
position s; of COG in y-direction. 

ity) in y-direction 

= (s; - S y ) 2  (7) 
0 minimizing the change of COG in 2-direction 

3 This has an effect to  minimize the change 
between the response sYs and the desired 
position s," of COG in z-direction. Here, 
the desired position s$ is the middle point 
betn-een the tip positions of the support leg 
and the free swing leg. 

= (s4 - S y ) 2  (8) 
0 minimizing the change of absolute angle of the 

3 This has an effect to  minimize the change 
hetn-cen tlie response %Fs and the desired 
absolute angle 6': of the third link. Heie. 
the desiicd absolute angle 0; is the vertical 
configuiation. Eq. (9) which guarantees the 
stable walking cven if there esists the floor 

thiid link 

slope, 

q&[ = (0; - 0 i e s ) 2  (9) 

(10) 

where 

= + . . . + 4:eS 

0 minimizing the change of absolute angle of the 

This has an effect to minimize the change 
between the response Qges and the desired 
absolute angle 6': of the sixth link. Herc. 
the desired absolute angle @ is the vertical 
configuration according to the floor slope to 
keep the stable contact of the sole on thc 
floor. 

sisth link 

q56th = (e," - egPes)2 (11) 
By introducing the above performance functions. 

the final reference of the null space vector is given as 
follolvs, 

n-here Ici represent the arbitrary gains of each perfor- 
mance function. 

5 Recognition of Unknown Slope Con- 
dition 

Figure 4: Contact on an Upslope 

This pait shows tlic recognition algorithm of t h  
floor slope in thc walking niotion. In the general n-alk- 
irig Iriotion n-itliout c.onsidc3iing thc floor slope. first. 
tip of thc tor  contacts tlie flooi n-hcn the sole of f iw 
sning lcg keeps horizontally as shown iri Figure 4 . 
Then tlic position refeicwrc Eg. ( 2 )  and (3) niakc it 
easy to  beconic unstalde I)ecauir the sole may not lw 
keep t hc hoi izoiit a1 configui a t  ion 011 t kic floor and t liv 
robot falls (loivn. To avoid the above unacceptahl(1 
motion. it is nccessary to modify thc motion rrfei- 
r n c e  including the null space niotioii. The nest sectioii 
shows a simple algorithm to estimate the floor slopc~ 
arid its application to  the niodification of the position 
reference. 
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5.1 A Modification of Position Reference 

Tip Posh 
of Tip of 

Case 

Case 

Figure 5: RIodified Position Reference 

-4 described before, it is easy to recognize the in- 
stantaneous contact between the tip of toe and the 
floor by the touch sensor mounted on the toe of sole. 
In case the contact of the toe is detected ( t  = t toe),  the 
position reference of tip of free swing leg is modified 
so that the sole contacts the floor horizontally. This 
modification is implemented until the contact between 
the tip of heel and the floor is detected ( t  = t h e e l ) .  The 
modification algorithm of the position reference is il- 
lustrated in Figure 5 . From this figure, the shape 
of the modified trajectory is the arched line and the 
position reference xre f  is given as following, 

y'"f=y;;'o; + L7 cos{8;e~,o~ + !! + W'"f  ( t  - t t * e ) }  2 
(14 

0 n-lien t 2 tlJee,(Case 2) 
- 

( f / , c . c . /  - f t o , ) )  

(15) 

( h e e l  - t t o t . ) )  

(16) 

, l . r ~  J -  --1 . r ~ ( ' s  I , , ,  + L T  sin{HL";,r,L + fl + dreJ 

2 

7r 
!,"f=g;;':>; + L; cos{';~f,oe + - + 2 

~ " . f  : angular velocity of the arched 
posit ion refmxice 

xr 's  : the tip position of free swing 
leg when t = t toe 

O i r f , o e  : the absolute angle response of 
sixth link when t = ttoe 

t t , , .  

5.2 A Modification of Performance Func- 
tion 

Figure 6: hlodified Performance Function 

As shown in the former section. the tip positioii 
reference of the free sn-ing leg is modified to realize 
the stable contact of sole according to the detected 
contact information of the toe and heel by the touch 
sensor. In this case, the convergence speed. that is, 
the response speed from Case 1 to Case 2'configu- 
ration shown in Figure 6 depends on the arbitrary 
angular velocity of the arched position reference ure f .  
Furthermore the configuration control n-ith respect to 
the absolute angle ages is also important to achieve the 
smooth contact of the heel to the floor so that the toe 
does not de-touch the floor. From this point of vien., 
the desired absolute angle 8: of Eq. (11) is given as 
f0llOlVS. 

5.3 Estimation of the Slope Angle 

In tlic propostd approach. it is easy to estimate t l ic  
unknonn slope a~iglc I)!. using thc icsponsr 0;;. 9 .  111 
this case. t3gPefhrr ,  corresponds to the slope angle Q;;& 
n-hcri the contact I~ct~vcen the tip of heel and the flool 
is t lctcctd by the touch wisor niountcd on t hc hct.1 
of sole (i = t h e e / ) .  
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The tip position reference of free swing leg in the 
nest step is also modified by the estimated slope angle 
e:;:p,, which is given by Eq. (20) , Here ztref and 
ytref  are the position reference without considering 
the slope. 

0 6  
0.5 

c 0 4  

0.2 
0.1 

0 

s 0 3  
x 

The desired position of COG in y-direction s: is 
also modified according to the estimated slope angle 

r e s  
% l o p e .  

.Is shoivn in the former discussion, the upslope 
is assumed to construct the control algorithm. In 
case the walking motion on an unknown domnslope, 
the similar approach is applicable to the heel motion. 
Hence the above concept of the upslope can be ex- 
tended to the motion of the unknown downslope. 

- 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
-= 

2. The slope angles : 
fO[deg] (known) ++i. 18[deg] (unknown) 

3. The start point of the slope : 0.22[m](unknon-11) 

0.7 I I 

0.6 
0.5 - 0.4 

0.2 
0. I 

0 

.E 0.3 
x 

-0.1 ' I I 

-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

x tml  

Figure '7: Stick Diagram of Kalking Motion 

6 Numerical Result 

Table 1 shows the length of i-th link Li and the 
mass of i-th link A l ,  in Figure 2 . 

Ta.ble 1: Length and mass of each link 

[ L,  I length [m] 11 A I ,  I mass [kg] I 
I L n  I 0.080 II AI, I 3.60 
L1 0.160 AI1 3.60 
L2 0.160 7.20 

Thr  paramctcrs n-hich tlccitlc thc position iefcicricc 
in Eq. (2)  and (3) is given as following. 

D = 0.20 [m] 
H = 0.05 [m] 
T = 3.00 [sec] 

In Figure 'i . thc simulation and the experiment arc 
implemented under the following conditions. 

Condztions : 

1. The angle of the s t a t  point is f0[deg] and it is 
known, but the angle and the start point of the 
nest slope ale unknown. 

As shown in the numerical experiments, the walking 
motion is successfully achieved even if the unkn0n.n 
slope exists. 

7 Experimental Result 

To confirm the validity of the proposed approach. 
several experiments are also implemented. The exper- 
imental results are shown in Figure 8 - Figure11 . The 
biped robot realizes the stable walking without effect 
of the floor slope. These results show the feasibility of 
the proposed approach. 

0.7 I 1 

-0.1 ' J 
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 

x tml  

Figure 8: St,ick Diagram of \Valking hIotion 
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8 Conclusions 

_ _ _  .__ ._. 0 

-0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

x [ml 

Figure 9: Estima.tion of the Slope angle 
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Figure 10: Center of Gravity 
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This paper proposes the strategy of the biped robot 
control to realize a stable walking motion under a floor 
condition with an unknown slope. In the proposcd 
approach, the biped robot is regarded as redundant 
manipulator and the slope angle is estimated by the 
touch sensors and the null space motion. In this case. 
the high cost sensor is not needed to know slope angle. 
This is one of the remarkable points of the proposed 
approach. The feasibility of proposed approach is con- 
firmed by several numerical and esperimental results. 
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Figure 11: Tip Position of the Frec Sn-ing Leg 
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